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WE ARE HERE TO
MAKE YOUR CRYSTAL
DREAM COME TRUE

BOHEMIA TREASURY
with headquarters in Prague and showroom in Humpolec was founded in 2009 utilizing 22 years of collective experience in all aspects of glasswork
business. Our experience comes from employment by Sklo Bohemia to close cooperation with Rogaska Factory and Bohemia Crystalex Trading. We helped
reviving the fame of their products and rebuilding the confidence of customers while transitioning from previously closed Sklo Bohemia to the newly opened
Crystalite Bohemia.
Bohemia Treasury offers exceptional product development and production services, utilizing some of the most talented designers in Czech Republic
and most modern & technologically advanced production lines. We carry a great line of products that are being sold worldwide.
Furthermore Bohemia Treasury offers exclusivity on selected models in different market zones for protection and higher profitability of our clients. Bohemia
Treasury has earned the loyalty of its customers and their continuous business by providing excellent logistics, timely delivery of ordered goods, Quality
products with optimal Packaging and competitive prices time & time again.

This is how WE MAKE CRYSTAL DREAMS COME TRUE!
WE ARE BOHEMIA
Latin equivalent of Bohemia, originally Boiohaemum is related with powerful Celts people called Bojas.
Vladimír Salač (60) is the archaeologist with specialization for Laten times and Older Roma age.
Archaeological institute has discovered three original references to the word BOHEMIA. Greek writing Strabón and Latens Velleia Petercula and Tacita as
the firsts recorded the words Búiaimon respective Boiohaemum. This happened in the first century AD when in the Middle Europe the Germans had already
resided.
In all the books is standing now that the name Boiohaemum has been given to Czech by the tribe of Bojas. But the substantial fact has been missed. This
word has German origin and originally it sounded Baia-heim. The home of Bojas or the best translation would probably be there where the Bojas live.
The real territory of Bojas - Boiohaemum has been located from Würzburg (Bavarian Germany) up to Ostrava city (east of Czech Republic). So this is the
original region settled by the Bojas tribe – territory of BOHEMIA today by mistake and ignorance connected only with Czech. (Vladimír Salač, 2017)
Source: Vladimír Salač (60), graduated archaeologist in famous Prague philosophic University UK (1981). Many years primary operating in Prague’s
Archaeologist Institute AV CR. Specialized in Celts oppidums and Laten settlement ceramics.

DESIGNERS
BOHEMIA TREASURY would like to offer it’s customers extraordinary, beautiful and also functional design.
The necessity to provide these attributes is the significant artistic talent and also certain knowledge of production
limits and technologies, decoration techniques and sense of detail. Since the beginning we are thinking of any space
on the surface of our products, functionality, possibility of further decorations and also how and where the products will be used. In the year 2017 we have
addressed the real specialists with many year’s experiences and together with them we have developed our collections SAMBA and BOLERO which become
full of beauty and functionality of crystal glass. The design of these collections has been breathed in by Mr. Miroslav Machek, Dana Novakova and terrific
decorations have been born in the company of Ales Zverina.

miroslav Machek
To combine design, functionality and mass
production – that’s his motto.
On the basis of a vision and technical skills, a design
which is available to everybody is created.
BOHEMIA TREASURY 2018
SAMBA - crystal giftware collection
BOLERO - crystal giftware collection
G. BENEDIKT KARLOVY VARY s.r.o. 2009-2018
EXCLAMATION - whisky set
GEMINI - wine bottles
TWISTER - crystal giftware collection
LOREN - whisky set

ESSKLASSE - tableware
EXCELLENCY - tableware
ISABELLE - tableware
VINTAGE - tableware
POINTS - tableware
Bomma classic 2014 - 2016
COCOON - lead crystal giftware collection
SURF - lead crystal giftware collection
VIPER - candlestick
CITY - lead crystal giftware collection

Bohemia Crystalex
Trading. a.s. 2002-2007
LOVERS - lead crystal giftware
collection
INTERCOLLECTION - lead crystal
giftware collection
STARWAY - candlesticks
AXE - lead crystal giftware
collection

Sklo Bohemia a.s. 2007-2008
ORBIT - lead crystal giftware collection

dana nováková
JSB - kolekce LIS 1989 - 2012
GLACIER - crystal giftware collection
ROCKY - crystal giftware collection
CALYPSO - crystal giftware collection
LISBOA - crystal giftware collection
CRACK - crystal giftware collection
DYNAMIC - crystal giftware collection
SAIL - crystal giftware collection
OPUS - crystal giftware collection
CAREN - wine set
NICOLETTE - table ware

CASCADE - candlesticks
TWIST - candlesticks
FIONA - drink set
GRACE - drink set
GOLD CRYSTAL - TREASURY since 2012
SURF - crystal giftware collection
STELLA - crystal giftware collection
PONTI - crystal giftware collection
PORTO - whisky set
CHRISTIN - wine set

EXHIBITIONS:
AMBIENTE
NEW YORK
PARIS
HONG KONG
SYDNY

Aleš Zvěřina
Gold, Platinum and High enamel decorations have been developed together with well-known and famous company AZ – Design owned by
Mr. Ales Zverina.
This Czech designer is creating works of art already for many years. He cooperates with world known designers as for example Barbara
Nanning and with brand names worldwide companies like Gucci and Versace. Together with his designers team he participates by decorations
of pressed giftware produced by Bohemia Treasury company. Many unique designs has been created and together they are upgrading these
collections by precise treatment to the ART level.

colLection

SAMBA

Samba is rhythmic dance full of sun, joyfulness
and optimism.
It shall hot up your body so you forgot for all daily
worries. Right this life flowing is emphasized in the wavy
vertical design of this timeless collection.

Footed Vase 405

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 305

Bowl 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Shallow Bowl 350

Footed Cov. Box 250

Cov. Box 210

Bowl 210

projects

Footed Plate 355

Plate 355

Plate 220

Cov. Box 135

Bowl 135

Tea Cup 150

coloured

SAMBA

Our collections are supplied in the wide range
of colour variations.
Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your
home and point the attention of your friends – try to
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.

AMBER

BLUE

RED

Soft touch of Honey.

Clear summer Sky.

Spanish temperament rich Red.

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

GrEy smoke

purple

Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

Passional and noble Purple.

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

any colour available

Gold and Platinum

SAMBA

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal
collections extraordinary prestige and value.
Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially
golden decorations are probably the only one which
never came out of fashion. We have created really
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum
which provide to these individual collections
extraordinary prestige and value.

rhapsody

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

folk

Vase 305

opera.

Vase 305

symphony

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

jazz

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Vase 305

Vase 305

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

rock

Footed Shallow Bowl 350

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 305

colLection

Flamenco

Dynamic lines of the collection has been inspired by
the substance of this same name dance.
The frolic sharply contrasts with the still mimic of
the female dancers who express their sorrow through
the motion temperament. Apparent opposite of the
dual lines creates extraordinarily effective image of this
collection.

FootedBowl 330

Bowl 295

Footed Plate 330

Bowl 330

Footed Vase 380

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

Footed Cov. Box 250

Cov. Box 205

Bowl 205

Bowl 130

Plate 330

Plate 205

Cov. Box 130

Teacup 150

coloured

Flamenco

Our collections are supplied in the wide range
of colour variations.
Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your
home and point the attention of your friends – try to
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.

AMBER

BLUE

RED

Soft touch of Honey.

Clear summer Sky.

Spanish temperament rich Red.

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 330

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 330

GrEy smoke

purple

Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

Passional and noble Purple.

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 330

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 330

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 330

any colour available

Gold

Flamenco

Gold decoration provides to crystal collections
extraordinary prestige and value.
Golden decorations are sign of real luxury for the whole
history of mankind. Especially golden decorations are
probably the only one which never came out of fashion.
We have created really luxury designs with appliance
of gold and platinum which provide to these individual
collections extraordinary prestige and value.

SOFT

Vase 300

BELT

Footed Bowl 295

FLAMES

Vase 300

Vase 300

ORNAMENT

Footed Bowl 295

STRIPE

Footed Bowl 295

Vase 300

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

MEADOW

Footed Bowl 295

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

CUT

Flamenco

Our designers completed collections by suitable cutting
which provides to this article additional craftsmanship.
Our collections are also offered with additional cuttings
which has in Bohemia very long tradition. Each cutting
represents unique pattern and perfect workmanship
and exceptionality.

PYRAMID & GOLD

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

pyramid

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

Petals

Vase 300

Petals matt

Footed Bowl 295

artic

Vase 300

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

ice

Footed Bowl 295

Vase 300

Footed Bowl 295

colLection

bolero

Typical element of the Spanish folk dance is walking
(paseo) with a sudden stop (bien parado).
The marks of individual traces of walks and sudden stops
of female dancers breathed in life to this unique design.

Footed Vase 405

Vase 305

Footed Cov. Box 250

Bowl 310

Bowl 210

Cov. Box 210

Footed Bowl 310

projects

Footed Plate 365

Plate 365

Plate 215

Cov. Box 135

Bowl 135

Teacup 140

coloured

Bolero

Our collections are supplied in the wide range of colour
variations.
Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your home
and point the attention of your friends – try to give a space
to your dreams and fantasy.

AMBER

BLUE

RED

Soft touch of Honey.

Clear summer Sky.

Spanish temperament rich Red.

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

GrEy smoke

purple

Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

Passional and noble Purple.

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Vase 305

any colour available

Footed Bowl 310

Gold and Platinum

bolero

Gold and platinum decoration provides to crystal
collections extraordinary prestige and value.
Golden and platinum decorations are sign of real
luxury for the whole history of mankind. Especially
golden decorations are probably the only one which
never came out of fashion. We have created really
luxury designs with appliance of gold and platinum
which provide to these individual collections
extraordinary prestige and value.

piano

Vase 305

chord

Footed Bowl 310

Bowl 310

four elements

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Bowl 310

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Bowl 310

CUT

bolero

Our designers completed collections by suitable cutting
which provides to this article additional craftsmanship.
Our collections are also offered with additional cuttings
which has in Bohemia very long tradition. Each cutting
represents unique pattern and perfect workmanship
and exceptionality.

ice

Vase 305

ice matt

Footed Bowl 310

twin matt.

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

frozen

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

twin

Vase 305

Footed Bowl 310

colLection

Ponti

8KG41-330

6KE50-310

6KE56-140

4C899-080

6KE51-200

2KE25-320

coloured

ponti

Our collections are supplied in the wide range
of colour variations.
Suitable coloured glass can bright and light up your
home and point the attention of your friends – try to
give a space to your dreams and fantasy.

AMBER

BLUE

RED

Soft touch of Honey.

Clear summer Sky.

Spanish temperament rich Red.

8KG41-330

6KE50-310

8KG41-330

6KE50-310

GrEy smoke

purple

Modern fashionable Grey Smoke.

Passional and noble Purple.

8KG41-330

6KE50-310

8KG41-330

6KE50-310

8KG41-330

any colour available

6KE50-310

colLection

Porto

4C918-090

2KE56-320

Headquarters:
BOHEMIA TREASURY s.r.o.
Krakovská 583/9
110 00 Praha 1
Czech Republic

Office & Showroom:
BOHEMIA TREASURY s.r.o.
Hruškové Dvory 116
586 01 Jihlava
Czech Republic

Contact information:

info@bohemiatreasury.cz
tel.: +420 736 489 373
www.bohemiatreasury.cz
www.facebook.com/bohemiatreasury

